The paper describes the technique of introducing a new variable in some calculus problems that helps students to master the skills of integration and evaluating limits. This technique is algorithmic and easy to apply; it is especially useful in teaching weak students.
Introduction
In our practice of teaching tertiary mathematics we want students to gain both conceptual and procedural knowledge and develop their problem solving abilities. On the tertiary level, the dominance of procedural mathematics is a characteristic of mathematics itself. Tossavainen [1] wrote: "Mathematical theories are based on axioms and derivation rules, thus this knowledge is highly procedural by nature: it must be derived from the fundamental definitions and axioms by a finite sequence of logical steps." Also understanding a mathematical concept often does not provide the relevant procedural knowledge, for example the definitions of a limit, a derivative or an integral are not directly linked to the methods of their evaluation.
In constructivism, in particular in Piaget's theory of cognitive development [2] , conceptual knowledge and procedural knowledge are both integral parts of the learning process. Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, & Alibali [3] developed these views further in the "iterative model". Their research shows the causal relations between conceptual and procedural knowledge: concepts and procedures develop iteratively reinforcing each other. Increased conceptual knowledge leads (through training) to gains in procedural and problem solving abilities. Use of correct procedures leads to improved conceptual understanding.
The authors of this paper share the iterative views. Therefore in our teaching practice we look for effective methods to improve students' procedural knowledge that will in turn enhance their conceptual knowledge. Here we describe a nontraditional technique that we used in calculus courses at the Auckland University of Technology and the Moscow Technological University for several years. The technique is based on a change of variable that simplifies the calculus task. This teaching strategy helps students to master calculus skills faster. The first type of problems that we describe are limits of the form   ,   and 0 0 . 
Evaluating limits
. This fact will be used in the following three examples.
In Examples 1, 2 and 3 other techniques can be used but they are more various and require more inventiveness and memorizing that the change of variable. Also some students have difficulties understanding and applying the concept of infinity; the change of   x to 0  t helps them to overcome these difficulties. . ■ from students and their assessment results showed effectiveness of this strategy. The students who applied the suggested procedures are more successful than the ones using traditional procedures, in technical manipulations as well as in learning the relevant concepts. While applying this method the students get answers faster and make fewer mistakes on the way.
The method of introducing a new variable was used to teach the calculus problems, where other methods were traditionally applied. The method simplifies mastering calculus techniques, especially for weaker students. Also the method is algorithmic and eliminates most of guessing and memorizing.
